An example is given of a family of non-singular transformations whose point spectra are uncountable. § 1. Definition of the Point Spectrum Let (X, 2,P) be a Lebesgue measure space and let {7Y, £eU} be a one-parameter group of null-measure-preserving transformations of X onto itself, where the map Xx. R-^X((x,t) For every integer n>l let G n be the / n -point set {0, 1, ••-, l n~ 1}
a one-parameter group of null-measure-preserving transformations of X onto itself, where the map Xx.
R-^X((x,t)-^T t x)
is measurable. The generated by U G ,-and by GJ the group generated by U G,-.
non-singular flow {T t \ t^R] is said to be ergodic if every measurable function f with f(T t x)=f(x)
.
7=1 .7=1
We Let X be the set of all points (o),s) of the product space QxR with 0<s</(ft)), £F be the restriction of the product tf-algebra 33x35jg to X and P be the restriction of the product measure juxe~sds to X, where ds is the uniform measure defined on the Borel field 33^ of R. A flow {T,, tE:R} is defined on (X, 2% P) as follows.
We call this {T e , ^el?} the AC-flow determined by T, ^ and 
